
 

INTERNSHIP 

Art and Education Assistant 
 

L'Art Rue, a factory of artistic spaces stemming from the heart of the medina of Tunis, aims to 

democratize contemporary art by introducing artistic creations to people. Located in the heart of the 

Medina of Tunis, L'Art Rue designs and implements artistic and cultural projects with the inhabitatnts 

of the region through various activities:  

1. Artistic residencies, which result, each two years, to the creation of an art festival in the city, 

Dream City. 

2. Educational & artistic activities dedicated to children  

3. Cooperation projects with several international cultural actors  

4. Encounters, debates, round tables and cultural events 

 

The integration of art in public schools and the development of the artistic skills for children have 

been at the heart of the goals of L'Art Rue since its creation. It is through the artistic vector that L'Art 

Rue works with children and their direct environment. This medium is considered a significant tool for 

deconstructing child violence. This is the reason why the association has developed its Art and 

Education programme over the last 15 years by working with children and their immediate 

environment. In this context, Art Rue is looking for an intern for the Art and Education Pole. 

 

The missions 

 

Artistic education workshops:   

 Help with the organization and implementation of artistic workshops in the association’s premises 

and in schools   

 Assist artists & workshop supervisors in the coordination and follow-ups   

 Ensure the necessary logistics for the workshops (reception, purchases, accompanying children, 

etc.)  

 Help manage young volunteers and organize their intervention planning  

 Accompany the assistants of the artists & workshop supervisors  

 

  

Dream City:  

 Help the organisation of the Kharbga City programme during Dream City festival (programme for 

young audiences)  

 Accompanying children during the festival   

 Help managing the Kharbga City volunteer team   

 

Reporting and archiving:  

 Ensure the daily reporting tasks : fill in the attendance lists, help with the the collection of data 

(narrative reports, evaluation and reporting of activities) as well as the adjustment and 

development of monitoring and evaluation tools  

 Help with the archiving of different programmes 

 



 

Profile sought  

 

Experiences  

Higher education : Bachelor’s and/or master’s level, in the midst of completion or completed in 

humanities, social sciences (studies in Arts, Languages, Psychology, Political Sciences...), or 

management of cultural or other projects. 

Experience in working with young audiences is a plus.  

 

Skills  

Communicative and relational ease  

Good writing skills  

Rigorous, organized  

Ability to work in a team environment   

Fluency in Arabic and French 

 

 

Internship conditions  

 

Six-month full-time internship from June 15th, 2023 to December 15th, 2023.  

Position based at the headquarters of the association L'Art Rue, Tunis (Medina)  

Tripartite training agreement with the educational structure  

 

To apply, send your CV and a cover letter before May 15th, 2023 to the following address:   

arteteducation@lartrue.org   

 

 

mailto:arteteducation@lartrue.org

